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Viscous flows have been calculated for a long time by separating the
flow into a boundary layer and a potential f l ow region. The boundary
layer then is calculated by using integral methods and the potential flow
by using inviscid flow equations. This approach does not require large
computers, and even can be carried out by use of hand calculations. This
approach, however, has its limitations. For example, in calculating flow
through nozzles, channels, and diffusers this approach is limited to the
region near the entrance. As the boundary layer thickens, the flow cannot
be meaningfully separated into a potential flow region and a boundary layer
region. Further, this approach cannot describe the corner effects, such
as the secondary flows, or adequately describe flows in which the body
forces are nonuniform in the cross-stream plane (.such asmagnetohydrodynamic
channel flows).
In the past two decades, with . the Advent of high speed computers,
many numerical methods to compute velocity and temperature fields without
separating the flow into a boundary layer and a potential flow region have
been developed. In Ws paper, a new approach to calculate three-dimensional
compressible viscous flows is presented. The approach is an extension of
the author's previous work [, I] to three,-^imensional flows. The method,
as presented in this paper, is for "para'bolic" flows through rectangular
ducts, and its possible extensions to other types of three-dimensional
flows is under investigation. "Parabolic" or "boundary layer" flows are
characterized by the existence of a predominant flow direction along which
a
2downstream conditions have a negligible influence on the upstream conditions.
This assumption allows use of a marching integration procedure. A lucid
discussion of the parabolic flow assumption is given by Caretto et al [2],
and Patankar and Spalding [3].
Methods developed so far to compute three-dimensional viscous flows
are, among others, those givcn in [2-10]. These methods differ 'in their
finite difference approximations, and whether the flow is assumed to be
parabolic or not. From among these methods, these proposed for calculation
of confined flows differ further in the procedure used to calculate the
pressure field. These methods are discussed here briefly.. Included in the
discussion is the method of Harlow and Welsh [11]. Although this method is
for two-dimensional confined transient viscous flows, it has some features
in coimion with the methods developed later for computation of three-dimen-
atonal parabolic flows. The method of Chorin [4] calculates incompressible
elliptic flows. Finite difference equations are obtained by using the leap-
frog method for the time and convective terms, and Duffort-Frankel for
the diffusion terms. The pressure field is calculated by coupling the
incompressible continuity equation to the momentum equations via an artifi-
cial variable density and an artificial equation of state. Miller [5], on
the basis of the work of Chorin, computed steady incompressible three-
dimensional elliptic flows through rectangular ducts. In the method of
Harlow and Welsh [11] the finite difference equations are obtained by
using forward in time and center in space differencing. The pressure
field is calculated from an elliptic equation obtained from the con-
	 F
tinuity equation and the divergence of the momentum equations. The
method uses a "staggered" grid in which the velocities are defined at
{
the cell boundaries and pressure at the cell centers. A similar type of
staggered grid is used in the cross-stream plane, later, in (2,3,6,8] for
the computation of three-dimensional flows. In these methods the cross
3stream velocities are specified at the cell boundaries and the axial veloc-
ity, along with all the other variables, at the cell centers. Methcds
[2,3,6,7] calculate three-dimensional confined parabolic flows. In these
methods the pressure field in the cross-stream plane is calculated from
an elliptic pressure equation obtained from the continuity equation and the
cross-stream momentum equations. The axial, along the duct axis, pressure
gradient is calculated to insure conservation of mass along the duct axis.
In these methods Caretto et al. [2], and Patankar and Spalding [3] obtain
finite diffe!^ence equations by using the control volume approach; Emery et al.
[6] use Dufort-Frankel for the axial velocity momentum equation and implicit
differencing for the cross- stream velocity momentum equations; Roberts and
Forrester [7] use one-sided upstream diffferencing in the flow direction and
second order differencing in the other two directions. Partap and Spalding
[8] extend the method of Patankar and Spalding to "partially parabolic"
flows. Methods of Nash [9] and Wang [10] are for external (pressure field
specified) three-dimensional parabolic flows Nash uses forward explicit
differencing, and Wang uses Crank-Nicolson type differencing scheme.
All the methods described in the preceding paragraph use Eulerian
system. Flow field is computed by calculating the velocity components
ux , uy , and u z along a set of spatial grid points fixed in advance. In
contrast, in the present approach, the flow field is computed by calculating
the streamwise (not axial) velocity, u, along a set of chosen streamlines.
Streamlines are identified by a pair of indices, (i,,.j), such that the
coordinates of the streamline (i,j) in the cross-stream plane are Y i and
Z . Coordinates of the streamlines in the cross-stream plane are calculated
as part of the flow computations. The dependent variables in the present
approach are-u i,j , the streamwise velocities, and (Y i ,zi ), the coordinates
4of the streamlines. To calculate the streamwise velocities streamtubes are
constructed around the individual streamlines such that the sum total of
all the streamtubes fills the duct. One such streamtube, constructed
around the streamline (i,j), is shown in Fig, 1.1. Finite difference equa-
tions for 
u 19 and hiti, velocity and enthalpy along the streamline OX,,
are now obtained by applying Euler's momentum theorem and the first law
of thermodynamics directly to the flow in the streamtube between x and X+ Ax.
After the streamwise velocities and densities have been calculated at x+ Ax,
the streamline coordinates at x+ Ax are calculated next by using mass con-
servation. From (Y i ,Zj ) and (Yi,ZP , coordinates of the streamline (1,3) at x
and x+ ex, one can cal cul?,ite the slope of the streamline ( i l j ), and then using
this slope decomposeu i a into its components u x j , u y}j , and a 1j.
Strictly speaking, the present approach is not Lagrangian, as one does
not follow the individual fluid particles, but rather follows the flow
through individual streamtubes. This approach, however, seems closo r to
the Lagrangan than the Eulerian flow description. The advantage of the
present approach is that one needs to solve only one set of finite difference
equations--for the streamwise velocity u---rather than three sets of equations
for ux , uy, and u. The disadvantage is that extra computations are required










































G2. FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
2.1 Background
Consider the flow through a rectangular duct with its axis along the
x-direction. Flow in the duct is partitioned into a finite number of stream-
tuhes. To define the various streamtubes lines Y2,Y399..,Yi,..,, YI are
drawn parallel to the z-axis (left duct wal l ), and lines Z2, Z3 ,.. " Zj, ... ,
ZJ parallel to the y-axis (lower duct wall), as shown in Fig. 2.1. Lines Y I	.
and ZJ (not shown in Fig. 2.1) are drawn through the middle of the lower
wall and the middle of the left wall, respectively. The lower and left
walls are also referred to as Z 1 and Yl lines. Line Yi+j is drawn in the
middle of Yi and Yi+1, lines Yi-}, Zj+ } , and Zj -j are drawn similarly.
Various streamtubes, called streams for short, are now defined as follows. 	 1
Stream (2,2): flow bounded by the left wall, the lower wall, Z2+j,
and Y2+}.
Stream 0,2): i= 3,I	 flow bounded by the lower wall, Z2+}, Yi_19
and Yi+j.
Stream (2,j): J= 3,J; flow bounded by the left wall, Y2+1 , Zj-j,
and Zj+j.
Stream OX: i = 3,I; J- 3,J	 flow bounded by Y i-j ,
 Yi+j, Z j-j,
and Zj+j.
Streamline (i,j) is defined as the streamline passing through the intersection





























Other n6menclature i s as follows:
IY O O' mass flow rate through stream (ij).
The mass flow rate TOO is partitioned further into four parts T +
+ 
0  'Y
4+ " ,and 
i^^ 
;mass flow rates through the upper-right, upper left, loweri„j












AX fi t cross-sectional area of the stream (ij) .
To apply conservation principles control volumes are constructed for each
stream using a distance ox along x. Control volume for the stream ( i,3) is
shown in Fig. 2.2
A^ 1 ; ASS : surface areas of the control volume normal to the y and z
axis respectively.
ui,j' 
Ti ^ j; h i,3 , pi j, ci,3: velocity, temperature, enthalpy, density,
and constant pressure specific heat along the streamline(ij) at x.
u i,J , etc.: variables along the streamline (i,) at x+ Ax.
ui,j' average of 
u i 
j and u x













Fig. 2.2. Control volume for the stream 0,J).
rY i ; Zj : coordinates of the streamline (i,J) in the cross-section
plane at x
Y+; Z^ coordinates of the streamline (i,j) at X+ ox,
s i 'J " } u^ *j
s i,j = } u 
+2
II	 t	 J^	 J} l j • U i Jj♦} . µi oj-}	 effective viscosities, including theu i+;, j Ni-
turbulent contributions, for the momentum transfer across the
surfaces of the control volume, as shown in fig. 2.2, evaluated
using the information at x.










Y i+l - Yi
K I	 pS I
	
H i +l
I	 i+}.,i Jj	 '
i , jly i+l ` Yi,
J	 sJ
V i
J	 _ u i , J+i Ai





C1,3 (Zj+l - Zj
Corresponding V's and H's with superscript + are defined in terms of fl +,
k+ , Y + , and Z+.
In estimating momentum and energy fluxes through a streamtube u and h
are assumed, in general, to vary linearly between the neighboring stream-
lines. Between the walls, however, and the adjacent streamlines (streamlines
with i or j equal to 2 in Fig. 2.1), a nonlinear variation of u and h is allowed.
11
through the streams adjacent to
Y, a, 0, and d defined as follows
_ z




1 X2,2 1 u2,2
4
III
Thus, the mass, momentum, and energy flux
the walls are expressed using coefficient;
(A* Appendix A for further discussion):
12 I Y2
2 2	 pu dy dz
0	 0
Z2	 Y2










The following relations are for the lower quadrants of the streams along
the lower duct wall. Formulae for the lower-left quadrants are obtained
from these relations by substituting Ti
,2 for 'Yi ,2'
	
oY - Yi	 i-1	 ^	 3u i 	 4	 ,2
h	
3hi
' 2 + hi'l'2	 and	 u2 = 
3}u 2'2 + }u 
	4 	 #	 4



















T i 112 = oY	 p u dz r Y1 p u AV Z20
Z2
AV	 p uudz 









AV	 p u h dz = O Y i,2	 .0
Coefficients Y, o j^ , YP and OY, that take into account the non-linear
variations normal to the left wall, are defined similarly.
2.2 Finite Difference Equations for ui.j
Applying ruler's momentum theorem to stream (i,j) between x and
x + Ax one obtains,
Momentum flux out- Momentum flux inl
,at x + Ax
	 fat x
Pressure forces + Viscous forces + Fi.i (Body forces)
(2-1)
For the streams (i,j) with i and j> 2 various terms in Eq. (2-1) are
estimated as follows.
Momentum flux (in or out) through the stream is calculated by sunning
the momentum fluxes through each of the four quadrants (see Fig. 2.1)
Momentum flux through any one quadrant is estimated as equal to the mass flow
12
rate through that quadrant times the average velocity, which is obtainod by





lat X+ Ax 
	x
--	
2L+ , + u +	 +	 2,^,	 + u + 1 +=	 ( u+	 ++ u +1 + u±C	 C	 i	 i l, j 	 i,j 1 /
	 4	 \	 i,j	 i j	 i•1 ,j )4
+	 2u+ + u 
, 1 	 + ui - 1 1 +	 r 2u + + u '-1 + ui+i 114	 i ,j	 0,i	 tj	 /	 4	 `	 i ,3	 ,^	 ,j /J
_ [u+ + u],	 (2-2)
Symbol [u+ -. u] denotes the quantities in the preceding bracket [ ] with u+
replaced by u. This symbol is used similarly later on.
In calculating pressure and viscous forces, it is assumed that the
streamline inclinations with respect to the duct axis are small; that is
uy and uZ are small compared with ux . Thus, in calculating pressure force
A^ j , the cross-sectional area of the streamtube (i,j) projected onto the
Y-Z plane, is used. In calculating viscous forces, the velocity gradient
is based on Anx (see Fig, 1.1), the distance between the neighboring stream-
lines projected onto the Y-Z plane. Pressure force on stream (i,j) is
estimated as
-DP A ix j
	
(2-3)
where DP is the pressure difference between x and x + Ax and is assumed to
be the same for all the streams. Viscous force on a surface between x and
x + Ax is approximated by the average of the viscous forces evaluated by using
13
the effective viscosities and the velocity gradients at x and x+ Ax. One
thus obtains for the viscous forces on the stream (i,j) (see Appendix A) ►
Viscous Forces	 C V^ ^ ► (u
+^l ► - U + P 
+ Vi 
+ +1
(u ►J+1 ui ► j)
I# +	 +	 i+	 +	 1
Vi.j ("i,j_ui_l,j) . V i ► j (u i ►j . u i ,a-1)J
+ I [V+ ' u+ * V,U].
	 (2-4)
For streams along the walls, momentum fluxes are expressed using the
non-linear correction factors introduced in section 2.1. Viscous forces





,2p192	 and	 V2 ► j uj ► 2
Calculation of Vi1,2	 2oj and V 1	 is discussed in Appendix A.
After the various estimates in Eq. (2-1) have been substituted, all
the teens involving u,
► j are collected on the left-hand side, and the resulting
equation Is organized in the farm:
p i, j u i +1 ► j	 C i ,j u i -1,j + B i,j u i
 j r A ij j u+ j+l	 Ci^,j u : j -1	 D j ( 2 -5)
Coefficients As B, Coand D for the various streams are given next.
NOTE: In equations that follow all the 4''s, except T_2  , are j times





Coefficients for stream (2,2)
I	 ++	 z +-	 J+A212 = 
-',2,2	 a2 'y2,2 + u3s2
C1I Q
B	 24^ ++ + Soy y -+ + az ..-	 3a z
 4' +- + y I+ + y J+ + y1 + + y J+2,2
	 2,2
	 2 2,2
	 1 2,2	 2 2,2	 3,2	 2,3	 2,2	 2,2
J	 ++ - y -+
	 J+A2,2	 - 2,2	 2 X2,2 * y2,3
JC2s2=0













_ y3l2 J I J
_ V2o3 - V2t2 -
V2,2






Coefficients for stream (1,2), i} 2,
A I	 n -T ++	 az IF +-	 + vI+1	 1 0 2	 W 02
O i,2 " _i 2 "	 i Y' i t2 + Vi 2
B	 = 2T 0+ + 3az Y 0-	 + V I+	 + V J+ + V I+ + V J+1 9 2	 i,2	 i	 i,2	 i+1 ,2	 i,3	 i,2	 i,2
A 	 _T 0+ + V0+i,2	 i,2	 i ,3
Jit"
Di } i 





++	 z +-	 T+ u i+l ,2 (^y i,2 + ai 102 + Vi+l ► 2
+ U i -1,2 ( 1,2 + a 1 1,2 + V iI ,2 )
	
+U.	 r2T0+ +3az,^0- +V I+	 +V J+ +VI+ +V J+ ^
	
U.




i ► 2 + Vi
►3/
}
Coefficients for stream (2,J), J> 2.
A2.^ ' - Y ^ + V3 3
C l
2,3 ' o
B	 = 2T +0 + 3ay %F -0 + v I+ + V J + 	 + V I+ + V J+2.3	 291	 j i t j	 3. j 	2 ► 3+1	 2,j	 2.j
J	 ++ _ y +	 J+
A2.3 = -4'2.j a^ ^2.J + ^2,j+1
J	 _ y	 +i	 J+
C2.3
	
aJ 2 9 J - X2.3 + ^2.j
xDi 91 _ -DP A2 
+ F2.J
r +0	 I
+ u3 of\^2,j + ^3,j
u2.j 1 2^2 , + 3ai 2,j 	 ^3.J	 ^2.J+1 - ^2.J - V 2,J /
u2,J+1 \ 2, j + aJ ^2 J + ^2,J+1,
17
Y	 + u2,j- 1 C ^j 2.J + ^2.J + ^2.J
li
Coefficients for stream OX,  i and J> 2.







iq j y, 00	 + v I+
	 + V J+	 + V 1+	 + V J+
i,3	 i+1 ,1 	 i.3+1	 i,i	 1 .1
A J	 _l _T 0+i,3
+ V J+i,J+1
i,1 161
D i ,3 ' -DP Ai ,a + F i ,3
+u	 (TIl. +v	 . 1 +u -1	 ' ^°`i0 +Vili)
x,00
	
- V I	- vJ - Vi	 -v^/+u i,	 \	 i,i j+1 'i i,a+1	 i,j i,J
+ tt^	 c ^+
+1 \	 t^,J	 ,J
+ vj1 yJ +i + u	
T0-i ,Jvl + vJ	 I
19
i
2.3 Finite Difference Equations for h191
Applying first law of thermodynamics to the stream (i,3) between x




lat  x "I
Heat added by conduction + Work done by the viscous forces
+ Q i,j (lnternal heat generation) + Wi.j (Work done by the body forces)
(2-7)
For the streams (ij) with i and J> 2, various terms in Eq. (2-7) are
estimated as follows:
The energy flux terms are estimated in the same way as the momentum flux
terms and can be obtained by substituting (h+ s) for u in Eq. (2-2).
Heat conducted across the top surface of the control volume (see Fig.
2.2) is estimated as
M 1 CHJ+ +I (h+j+l - h1tj)J + 1 [H+,h+-}H,h] 	 (2-8)
Work done by the viscous forces on the top surface is taken to be
rV J+	 (u +	 u + ) ( u i ,3+1 } u i ,j l 	 1 [V+u +^ vu]L i,i+ 1	 i,^, * 1	 i 03 k	 2	 /] -f
a	 Cv i,i'+l (si,j+1	 s+ )^ + f [V +s + +vs]
Work done by the viscous forces and the heat conducted across the other
three surfaces of the control volume are estimated similarly.
(2-9)
After the various estimates in Eq. (2-7) have been substituted, all
the terms involving h,^ j
 are collected on the left-hand side and the resulting
equation is organized in the form:
.AI
i 91 h i+l , j 	 C il,i h i-1,3 ♦ B i .i h i t ^1 Ai ,i h i ,3+1	 C i ,i h i ,3-1	 pi ► J
(2-10)
Coefficients A. B, C, and D for the various streams are given next.
NOTE: In equations that follow all the `Y's, except W -2 	 are j times




Coefficients for stream (2'2)
	
qI 0 - ++	 z +- + HI+2,2
	 'V2,2




822 2'22 	 x2 22+ s X2;2 +3^2Y'2^2+ H32 + H23 +H32+"22
J+8292 :..y^2,2 _ 2 X2,2 + H2,3
JC2 = 0,2
D2,2 Q2,2 + W2,2
++	 z +-	 I 1
+ h3,2 42,2 + 7 X2,2 + H3,2
+ h2,2 (2T	 + 3a2 T-	 + sl T2,2 + 302 "2o2 - H3*2 - H2,3 - H 2 - H2 2
++	 y +
	 J 1
h2,3 X2 '2 
+ S2 2, 2 
+ H2.3
++	 z +-	 I
+ x3,2 ( X2,2 + ^2 X2,2 + X3,2
+ s2,2 2T++2,2 + 36y	
-+
2	 2,2 + 6Z'^ _+3dz1	 2,2 ^'+-2	 2,2 VI
	
-3,2 v 2,3 v 2,2 " vi2t2)
+ 5 2 ,3 ^'2 + d2 X2,2 + v2, 3 )	 + h^ ,2H3,2 + h2 1 H2 2
+ h1,2H2 2 + h2,1 H2 2 + x3,2 (-^YZ 2 - d2 Y'2,2 + v3 2
+ s + 	2`Y ++ 	36y
 T
-+ + aZ ly_- + 36Z T +- + v I+ + V J+ + v I+ + VJ+2,2	 2,2
	 2 2,2
	 1 2,2
	 2 2 9 2	 3,2	 2 9 3	 2,2	 2,2)





d2 X2,2 + y2, 2
1Coefficients for stream (1,2), i> 2,
	
1 • _ ++	 Z +-	 1+
A1,2	 X1,2	 Bi T1,2 + Hi +1,2
I	 -+ _ z --I+
	C 1 ^ 2 = - 1 2	 0 1 X1,2 + H i 12
4
B	 a 2Y 0+ + 30Z YO- + H I+ + H J+ + H I+ + H J+
	
1,2
	 1,2	 1 1,2	 1+1,2	 13	 12	 192
Ai _ -^Y O+ + H J+
	
1,2	 1,2	 193
JC i,2 n 0
D i,2 = Q i
,2 + Wi,2
h i+1,2 i 2 + 3 i X1,2 + H 1+1 2 + h1-1,2 ( w 1 2 +	 1	 i,2 + Hi,2
h i,3 ( 2T1	 * 3 ^1	 i,2 - H i - Hi, 3 - Hf	 - H i2 i+l,2 9 2 ,2
h 1 0 2
0+
10 2 # J	 1H 1,3 J
si+l,2 (4'i
 2 + S1 T+-,2 + v i+l,2 ) + si_1,2 1X1:,2 + a	 ^i,2 + ^1I,2
+ s 2T
	 +i02 3 a1 `^	 - V +l , 2 - Y i,3 - V 1I,2 - Vi, 2i,2 9 2
+ S i ,3 11 0 2 + V i,3 1 + H 1 0 1 H 1 02 + hi,1H1,2
+ s +1,2 -'Y1 2 - 81 ^Y1,2 * V i+1,21 + s i-1,2 	 i,2 -d'i yi,2 + v i 2;
+ S+ 127 0+ + UZ T 0- + V I+	 + V J+ + v I+ + V J+1,2 ,	 i,2	 i	 i2	 i+1,2	 1,3	 1,2	 1,2
	
! 0+	 J+ )
+ S   3 1 ` _^Y i,2 + Vi,3
Coefficients for stream ( 2 ►J), J> 2.
A2 






►1 n 2f2 1 + 3QJ 2 ^+ 	 H3 j + H2 j+1 + H2 i2 1
A291
 
	 -'Y2 1	 12 ^ ♦ H2 J +1
J
C2 ►1 " - J 2^ - 2► j + "2 rj
C
10i





















+ h2 J-1	 X2,3 + "2, j
J
+ H2.J
+ s 3 . j ^ T2+► j +VT ► 3)
+ s '.
2 2	 + 36
V3
- y2V2	 - V2,Jj	 2 ^ J j+1	 J	 !
s 2 O j+12 J +	 J 4^2 J + ^2,j+1 + s2,j -1 (
	
3	 2,J + Y +-2,a + ^2,J
h 11i
1
2	 + hJ	 1,,^N2,,f
I+
+ s +	 4, +0 + v I+ )3,J - 2.j	 3,j
s + # 2T +0 +36Y41-0 + vI+ +V J+ 	 +VI +VJ 1
2,J ( 2, j 	 J 2,j	 3,J
	
2 of + 1 	 21J	 2 ,J i
+ s	 ;-`^++	 d y e -+ + VJ+	 + s	 l-dy4'-- T	 + V J+2,j+1	 20J - i 2 * J	 2 , J +1 j	 2, j -1	 J 2,J	 2 ► 3	 2,J;
,j
r
24	 Coefficients for stream (1,J), 1 and j> 2.
I	 +0	 1+
Ai 9j	 '^i 0j	 + H i +1 J
C I , _, -0 + H 1+
	
" i $j	 i,j
B1 ► j ^0 j + N 1 +1 ►j + H 1,j+l + H 1 j + Hi j
J	 0+	 J+Al ► j	 ' 1 01	 + H i ► j +1
C J = - ► 0` + H J+i ► j	 i ► j	 1 
D ,j ' Qi.j + wi ► j
+ h i +1 ► j 1 T+0 + N i+l , j + h1„1 ^ j 1	 i + Hi ► j
h 1 ► j
00




_H i,j+1 I	 _^i J JH i ► j
0++ h i ► j+l ` ^1 ► j
J




+ ^i ► j
+ s 1+1 ,j ^^1 ^ + v i+1,j ^+ s i -1.j 1	 i	 3 + vi ► j
+ s i
► j 00^i ► j IV i+l,j VJi, j+l VI	 _i. j v i 9
0+	 J	 l	
j
0-	 JS i ►j+l	 i j + ^i,j+l / + S i J-1 ( ^i	 + ^i ► j
+	 i 1S i+l ► j ` - i	 + ^ ► j ) + si	 j1 ► J ( - i	 + ^A	 i93)
_ S + 	 00 + vI+	 +VJ+	 +V I+ +VJ+i ► j	 19 1 	i+1, j 	 i,j+l	 i,j	 i 0
+ si 
► 
j+l {- a j + V i j+l I + si 
►
 j-1(- i0
►j + Vi J i
2.4 Decomposition of u and the Secondary Flows
Computation of secondary flows, defined as the velocity components normal
to the main flow, is discussed in this section. After Y i and Z+ have been
calculated, the streamwise velocity 'ui^ j , the average of 
u i, j and u i.i,
then can be decomposed into uij , ui
,j , and u i►j' by using the formulae,









where ax is the integration step,
AY - Y i - Y i	 AZ Y Z - Zi , and	 Art - AX 2 + AY 2 + QZ2
The calculation of Y i and Z+ as discussed in Appendix A is based on
the conservation of mass alone. Velocity components uy and uz , obtained
from Y i and Z+ thus calculated, are the secondary flows associated with
the flow development in the ducts--may the flow be laminar or turbu-
lent	 In turbulent flows through rectangular ducts, besides the primary
shear stresses which are in the streamwise direction, there are also shear
stresses in the plane normal to the streamwise direction (see, for example,
Launder and Spalding (121). Force due to these stresses will produce bending
of the streamlines in the z-x and z-y planes, and thus displace Y i and Za
beyond that displaced by the conservation of mass. For example, force per
unit area ATyZ , due to the cross-stream shear stress Tyz distribution,
will bend the streamline (ij) according to the formula,
u;2P .
 
, •^ s °T.^ (2-13)
zR i ,i	 Yi+} - Y.1-1
2s
where RiT is the radius of curvature in the z-x plane. With Rz (approxi-
mated as a straight line for small ox) known one can calculate displacement
of Z+ (and similarly of Y1 ) caused by the cross-stream turbulent shear
stresses. Contributions to u x and uy , as calculated from Eq. (2-12), by
this additional displacement of the streamlines in the cross-stream plane
represents, as viewed from the present computational approach, the secondary
flows associated with turbulent flow through noncircular ducts. It should
be noted that the turbulent shear stresses in the cross-stream plane do
not enter into the finite difference equations for the streamwise velocity
presented in section 2.2. These equations are valid for laminar and tur-
bulent flows as long as the streamwise shear stresses, appearing in the
equations via V's, are modeled appropriately.
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3. SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
A methodology to solve the momentum and energy finite difference equa-
tions given in section 2 is presented in this section. This is the method-
ology used for the sample flow computations presented insertion 4. Equa-
tions (2-5) and (2-10) are of th„- general form:
-Ai tj i+l , J - C i 0i i 1,i + B i 1i I l i - A i 93+l X i,^+1	 C i 1J X'i ,i-1 - D i 1i
(3-1)
Equations (3-1) constitute a set of coupled nonlinear algebraic equations.
The solution technique discussed is for flow through a rectangular duct, with
the duct cross-section specified along the axis. In this case, the pressure
drop, DP.;., that appears in 
Dili 
for the velocity equations, is not known in
advance and is to be calculated as a part of the computations. Equations
are solved iteratively by using two iteration loops, one placed inside the
other.	 The outer loop iterates on the unknown DP, and the inner loop
solves the nonlinear algebraic equations, given a value for DP, iteratively.
The following steps are for one integration step from x to x+ ox.
1. Assign a value to DP. At the beginning of the outer iteration
loop, the value assigned is based on the upstream value of DP.
For the subsequent iterations, DP is assigned a value as discussed
in Step 7.
2. Calculate coefficients A, E, C, and D for the velocity equations,
Eqs. (2-5), Wevaluating V's by using the information at x for the
first iteration, and the information at x+ Ax obtained in the pre-
vious iteration for the subsequent iterations.
4
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3. Once A. B, C, and D are known Eqs. (2-5) constitute a pentadiagonal
set of linear algebraic equations.	 These equations are solved by
using alternate direction implicit method.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the enthalpy equations, Eqs. (2-10).
5. With the newly calculated values of dynamic and thermodynamic 	
3
a
variables at x+ Ax, calculate Yi 	 and Z	 by using the fonnul ae
given in Appendix A.
6. Check newly calculated uand h +	for convergence.	 If the con-
;9i
vergence check is met, proceed to the next step; otherwise repeat
the steps starting from 2.
7. Check YI and Z+ , calculated duct half width and half height for
the value of DP assigned in Step 1, against the duct dimensions
specified at x+ Ax. 	 If the check is within the desired accuracy,
the computation of flow from x to x+ Ax is complete.	 If not, DP
is adjusted, on the basis of the difference between the specified
and the calculated duct dimensions, and the calculations started
again at Step 1, with the new value of OP.	 The formulae used to
adjust DP for the succeeding iteration is the one given in [1].
This formula, based on the difference between the calculated and
specified duct cross-sections, is applicable to both two and three
dimensional flow computations.
Spacing between the streamlines in the cross-stream plane changes from
x to x+ Ax. As a result, at the beginning of each new integration step,
strea.,,rubes -ire defined anew in accordance with the definitions given in
section 2.1.
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4. SAMPLE FLOW COMPUTATIONS
The approach, presented in this paper, to compute three-dimensional flows
by calculating velocity and enthalpy along the streamlines, was checked by
making three sample flow computations. All the computations are for laminar
flow through rectangular ducts. Computation of laminar flows is free from
the uncertainties associated with the modeling -of turbulent shear stresses
in three-dimensional flows and, thus, provides a clearer assessment of the
numerical method itself.
All the computations are for the lower-left quarter of the duct. Each
sample flow computation was carried out using one hundred streamlines; thiv
corresponds to, including the grid points along the walls, a 11x 11 grid
in the y-z plane. Streamtubes around these streamlines were redefined at
the beginning of each new integration step, as discussed in Section 3.
In the present computations,however, the same set of streamlines was used for
the entire length of the duct. The integration step along the duct, Ox, was
selected for each sample flow computation so that the locations of the com-
puter output will match the locations of the reported experimental data;
the integration step varied from one-tenth to one-twenty-fifth of the equi-
valent duct diameter. Velocity distribution at the inlet in all the sample
flows was taken to be uniform across the duct cross-section. The following
nomenclature is used in the figures in this section:
-------: Dots along the velocity distribution curves represent




UO :	 U at the inlet.
Uc :	 Centerline velocity.
W;H:	 Duct half width and half height, respectively.
D:	 Equivalent diameter (- 4WH/(W + H)).
t
X:	 Distance along the duct measured from the inlet.
Y and Z: Distances normal to x measured from the lower-left duct corner.
Re:
	
Reynolds number	 UOD/u, where v is the kinematic viscosity).
Pr:	 Rrandtl number	 0.72).
Gr:	 Graetz number	 Pr Re/x).
Num:	 Logarithmic mean Nusselt number
Gr	 Tcenter ` Twal l
- 4 log ('Tbulk-Twall
Tbulk'	 Bulk temperature.
In Figs. 4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, and 4.1d the results for flow through a
square- sectioned duct are shown. Calculations are compared with the experi-
mental data of Goldstein and Kreid [131 (Figs. 4.1a, 4.1b, and 4.1c) and
Beavers et al. [141 (Fig. 4.1d). Agreement between the theoretical and experi-
mental results is good. In Figs. 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c, and 4.2d the results for
flow through a rectangular duct of 2:1 aspect ratio are shown. Calculations
are compared with the experimental data of Sparrow et al. [15]. Once again
agreement between the theoretical and experimental results is satisfactory.
In the two flow computations ,just described only the finite difference
equations for velocity were solved. Density was considered constant and,
thus, the energy equation was bypassed. To check the finite difference equa-
tions for enthalpy a sample flow with heat transfer to the walls through a
rectangular duct of 2:1 aspect ratio was computed. The inlet temperature and
velocity distributions were taken to be uniform across the duct cross-section.
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The walls were maintained at a constant temperature of 100 degrees Celsius
below the inlet flow temperature. The velocity and enthalpy finite difference
equations were solved together as discussed in Section 3. Calculations were
carried out using constant specific heat, perfect gas behavior, and the
•	 Prandtl number equal to 0.72. Results of the computations are shown in
Fig. 4.3, and are compared with the calculations of Wibulwas as reported in
[161 Table 52, P. 220.
To illustrate th± velocity field in the cross-stream plane, in Fig. 4.4
are plotted the streamline locations in the lower-left quarter of the duct
for air flow through a 3/2 meter by 3/4 meter rectangular duct (second sample
flow computation) at two locations along the duct. The beginnings and the
ends of the arrows represent, respectively, the streamline locations at
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Fig. 4.4. Motion of the streamlines in the cross-stream plane
figure is for the lower-left quarter of the duct.
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4.
APPENDIX A
In this appendix formulae which supplement the finite difference equations
given in Section 2 are presented. The lower-left corner of the duct is
taken as the origin of the y-z plane.
A.1 Mass Flow Rates
Let 
Ri.J = pi.iui.i
Formulae for Stream (2,2):
- -	 Z	
k
X292 = Y1 R2,2 Y 2 Z2
++	 2R212 + R3.2 + R2.3
r
_Y3	
Y2Z3 - Z2!2+2	 4	 C	 /12	 2
= y 382.2 + R2 ^3 (y2) Z3 - Z2
	X212 Y2	 4^	 2
+- _ Y z 382.2 + R3.2 ( Y3 _ Y2)
 
(Z2)2,2	 2	 4	 t	 2	 / 
















= 2Ri .2 + Ri .3 +
4
Ri _1.2 Y i - Yi -1 
l2 1 Z3 Z22
_ z 3Ri,2 + Ri-1 ,2	 Y i - Yi-1 1(
X1,2	 Y i	 4	 2	 1 1 Z2^
Yz 3R i,2 + Ri+1,2 (Y i+1 	
Yi ) (Z 2i,2	 4	 1	 2 
44	 r
Formulae for Stream (2,j), J> 2;
IF ++ 2R 2,J + R3,j + R2. +1 ( Y3 Y2 ) (^Lt Z.,)
	
2,j	 4	 1	 2	 2
	
IF -+
	 ^y 3R2 ,j + R2 ,L+1	 Y l Z +	 1
	
2,j	 j	 4	 1 2 / (	 2	 !
T_
 - 
s Yy 3R2,j + R2,j-1 ( Y2	 ____	 1
	
j	 4	 1	 )(	 2
	





Formulae for Stream (i,j), i and j> 2:
++
2R i, j +R i+1 , j +R^a +^1 Y^ i ♦ iY 1^.Z	 Z.+^_.^1.1
4 2	 / 2
1 2R Raj+l + R i-1 j y  - Y i-1 1r +1__.2.x. 1
^^ 3 4 2	 / 1	 !2
2R i )i + RR i-1 ,j	 +_R i.,
	 ..1 Y i	 -
^
Yi-1 (	
__. Z^-1 l4 2
+-	 - 2Ri ) j + R i J - 1 + Ri+l ,j Yi+1 - y 
^
(` 2i Zi - Ii, j 4 2 2
A.2 Surface and Cross-Sectional Areas
Y





ASJ ,	 Y i+l - Yi-1 ox
1	 2
AZ	
2I ' Z3 Z2 + Z2 Qx




A.3 Streamline Coordinates Y! , Z3
After the velocities and densities have been calculated at x+ ox,
the following procedure is used to calculate the streamline coordinates at
x+Ax.
Let R + = p + u +	 andi .j	 i,j	 i,j
+ i -1 , j
i,j	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +	 +2Ri j + R,i-l ' j + R i,j-1	 2Ri-I j + R i.j + Ri-1,j -1
++
+	 i-l'J- 1 	 +	 i J-1
2Ri 1.J-1 + Ri,j-1 * Ri-1,J	 2R^^J-1 + Ri 1 J-1 + R i .J
7	 For a given value of j, by summing the mass flow rates through the stream-
tubes with i s 2 to i = I, one obtains for j= 2,
I+-




Z 31	 +R +
 7	 Z 3R# + R+1 2,2	 i-3 Yi-1^	 i-1,2	 1,2	 Yl	 1,2	 i-1 a2
and for j > 2,
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y j (3R+2 ti + R2, J-1 )	 Y 1 (3R2. j-1 + R+ j)
I
+ 16 ^: G i ^ j 	(A-2)
i n3







^I represents the sum of the right-hand sides. By using the duct
aspect ratio, specified at x+ Ax, Eq. (A-3) can be solved for YI	 With
Y I known, Eq. (A-1) and Eqs. (A-2) can now be solved for Z2 , Z3 , ..., Za .
The coordinates Y2 , Y3 , ..., YI are calculated similarly.
A.4 Mass, Momentum, and Energy Correction Factors
For laminar flow, the streamlines adjacent to the duct walls can be
chosen near enough to the walls so that the velocity and enthalpy distri-
butions between the walls and the adjacent streamlines can be approximated
by linear functions. In this case V ,2 and V,^ j , introduced in Section 2.2,
are given by the general expressions for V's given in Section 2.1, and the
correction factors y, a, and 6 take on the following values:
9
4 7R
YI n 	 Y1	 Yi ' T
ai
	 aiz ' ajy s 7
al	 ^	 aiz = a jy
These are the values for Y, a, and a used in the sample flow computations
given in Section 4. The finite difference equations for the enthalpy
were solved by using the wall temperature as the reference temperature;
for this case the Ws become equal to the corresponding (%'s.
For turbulent flow the correction factors y, a t d, and p, and Vi,2
and V 1 will depend on the turbulence model chosen for the near wall region
in three-dimensional flows. Their calculation can be carried out by using
three-dimensional extension of the procedure given in [1] for the case of
two-dimensional flows.
A.5 Viscous Forces on Stream (i,j)
The viscous forces exerted on the stream (i,j) by the neighboring streams
are calculated as follws. The force exerted on the stream (i,j) by the
stream (i,j+l), call it F(top), is given by
F(top) = A li au
	 (A-4)
x	 where A is the interface area between the streams (i,j) and (i,j+l), and
u is the effective viscosity at this interface. By substituting the appro-
priate symbols for A and u defined in Section 2.1 (see fig. 2,2), and by
approximating the veloci,y gradient by
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	 }
u i +1 _Zj+1 - j
one obtains from Eq. (A-4)
j+1	 j
By using the definition of V9 9J+l* Eq. (A-5) is rewritten as,
F(top) a V i^j+1 (u i^j+1 - ui ► j)	 (A-6)
Similarly one obtains for the viscous force exerted by the stream (i,j)
on the stream (i,j-1), call it F(bottom),
F(bottom)
	 V i ' j (u i ' j	 ui,j-1)	 (,A-7)
The net force on the stream (i,j) by the neighboring streams (i,j+1') and
(i,j -1) is thus given by,
F(top) - F(bottom) a V i,j+1 (u i ' j+1 - u i ^ j ) - V i ►j (ui,j	 ui.3-1)
(A-8)
By adding to Eq. (A-8) a similar expression for the net force exerted
by the streams (i+l,j) and (i-1,j), one obtains the required relation




In this appendix the listing of a computer code which calculates three-
dimensional compressible laminar viscous flow through the lower-left quarter
of a rectangular duct is presented. If the flow is not symmetric with respect
to the center-planes of the duct, the code can be easily modified to compute
the flow across the whole duct. The code is organized along the lines of
the author's code [17] for two-dimensional flows.
The code consists of MAIN program and the following six subroutines:
Subroutine START; Assigns values to the streamline coordinates, and the
velocity and temperature distributions, at the duct
inlet.
Subroutine XSAREA; Calculates cross-sectional and surface areas of the
streamtubes.
Subroutine SIPSIM; Calculates mass flow rates through the streamtubes.
Subroutine ZDZYDY; Calculates the new streamline coordinates at the end of
an integration step.
Subroutine VSCSTY; Calculates viscosity.
Subroutine PDSOLV; Solves a penta-diagonal set of linear algebraic
equations.
Subsection B.2 contains the computer listings for the MAIN program and
the subroutines.
0.2 Listings of the MAIN Program and the Subroutines
The following FORTRAN names are used in the MAIN program.
U(I,J) n Velocity along the streamline (L,J).
TOO) n Temperature along the streamline (I,J).
H(I,J) • Enthalpy along the streamline (I,J)
RHO(I,J) - Density along the streamline (I,J).
USH(I,J) - U2(I,J)/2.
Y(I); Z(J) - Coordinates of the streamline (1,J).
DZ(J) . Z(J) - Z(J- 1).
DY(I) - Y(I) - Y(I-1).
NI NJ - Specifies the num.,ber of streamlines. Total number of streamlines
used is equal to (NI- 1) times (NJ-1), and corresponds to a




NJ1 = NJ- 1
NJ2 = NJ-2
NJP - NJ+l
NBLZ NBLY = Specifies the number ^)f streamlines assigned to the boundary
layer at the inlet.
DX - Size of the integration step along the duct axis.
SIPP ( I,J), SIMP ( I,J), SIMM(I,J), etc, = Mass flow rates through the various
quadrants of the stream (I,J). The last two letters in the
FORTRAN name SIXX are L be interpreted as P - + M
and 0 = 0; thus,
SIPM(I ) J) = TO j
AX OM - Cross-sectional area of the stream (I,J).
ASJ(I), ASI(J) = Surface areas of the stream (I,J).
so
ALPHAY Ma^ -9 see Section 2.1.
Other a, a, Y. and d's, from Section 2.1, are named similarly.
AMI,J) n A,,j used in the finite difference equations for the velocity
or enthalpy.
Other coefficients appearing in the velocity and the enthalpy finite difference
equations are named similarly.
Other FORTRAN names appearing in the program are Other defined in Section B.1
or defined via assignment statements in the program itself.
Following ari some explanatory notes on the various subroutines:
Subroutine START; The subroutine assumes NI n NJ. The grid along J is
set up along the lines discussed in Ref. [11]. The
grid along I (the lower- wall) is scaled from the grid
along J using the duct aspect ratio, ASPR.
Subroutines XSAREA, SIPSIM, and ZDZYDY; FORTRAN statements in these
subroutines are almost direct translations of the
formulae given in Appendix A.
Subroutine VSCSTY; In its present form, this subroutine supplies a constant
value laminar viscosity to the MAIN program. To extend
the code to calculate turbulent flows this subroutine
will require a major change.
Subroutine PDSOLV; This subroutine solves a set of linear penta-diagonal
algebraic equations by using the alternating direction
implicit method. The boundary conditions used are
(a) *_`e function is zero at the walls, and (b) the func-
tion is symmetric about the centerplanes of the duct.
The data is put in via assignment statements in the MAIN program.
The input statements have been placed at the very beginning of the program
and are organized into the following four groups;
a) Dynamic and thermodynamic data;
UCNTR * Duct centerline velocity
TCNTR = Duct centerline temperature
TWALLZ - Left wall temperature
TWALLY = Lower wall temperature
P Pressure
CP = constant pressure specific heat
CASK = Ratio of the specific heats
GASR = Gas constant
PRNDL = Prandtl number
RENUM = Reynolds number
DPDX - Pressure gradient guess at the duct entrance
b) Geometric duct data;
HEIGHT = Half duct height
WIDTH Half duct width
HSLOPE, WSLOPE - Slopes of the duct walls defined as,
WIDTH at x+ Ax = WIDTH at x+ WSLOPE - ex,
HEIGHT at x+ Ax _ HEIGHT at x+ HSLOPE • Ax,
XEND - Length of the duct
c) Convergence criteria, grid size, etc.
DPDTL = Tolerance within which the axial pressure gradient is to
be calculated
DXFAC = Specifies the integration step; DX = (HEIGHT + WIDTH)/2•DXFAC
MAXIT t Maximum number of iterations allowed; if this number is
exceeded the program will stop and write out a message
Na, NI = Number of grid points in the cross-stream plane
NPRNT = Governs the output frequency
rat
d) Data for VSCSTY and START subroutines;
EXPU. EXPV n Exponents for the velocity distributions in the
boundary layers along the tower wa11 and the left
wall respectively.
VZERO. TZERO n Optional parameters for calculating laminar viscosity.
The program prints results at specified intervals along the duct axis..
The output consists of,
EX = Distance along the duct measured from the duct entrance.
HEIGHT, WIDTH . Duct half width and half height at EX.
ITRN = Number of iterations required for the last integration step.
DPDX n Pressure gradient.
PREC = Pressure recovery.
Z(J), Y(I) n Coordinates of the streamline (I,J) in the cross-stream
plane at EX.
TAUY(I), TAUZ(J) = Shear stress distributions along the lower Wall and
the left wall, respectively.
QDOTY(I), gDOTZ(J) = Distributions of heat flux to the walls alon g the
lower wall and the left wall, respectively.
TAUX = Average wall shear stress at x.
QDOTX _ Average wall heat flux at x.
U(I,J) = Velocity slo^,jg the streamline (I,J).
T(I,J) = Temperature along the streamline (I,J).
53
The results for U(I,J) and T(I,J) are printed in a matrix fonn.
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COMMON/CO?16/SIPPftS,2atrSIM ► 12^r2SIrSIt1M12Sr2SIrSI ►M123r2sIrPLOAAT
I,SIPt712sr2S1,SIM012sP191 PSiOPt2sr291PSION125r2S1rSI0C2129P29)
CCMK0N/COM9 /UCNTR P TCN1fRP TIeALLZ rtWALLY P P P A INV PVZEROP f ZEA09 EXPV, EXPU
COMMON/C.DM6/ AXI Z$92'$ I P:ASJ (2S) r ASI 1251
COMMON/CON7/ALPMAY(2'.R ),BITAY(251.OELT AY(29)PGAMMAY t29)PALPHAZt2s1 ►
LIETAZ(251POELTA1(291,6 APiMAZ(25)rVISCI125r2519VISCJ(2$9251
CCMMON/COMA/HEIGHTrW 10 Tito iSLOPE,WSLO ►EPOLOA.ASPA
DIMENSION AI(29P2S)rCI(2S•ts ) #GGf29925IPAJ ( 25r251PCJ ( 25925 ) P0D(2Sv
125)9VFJ1259251PVFI125P25)Pi4TJ429r291PHTI(29925!PUU(259291r
20U(299291 9UN425925)9DTIZS# 2519TT(25929)9
3TAUY (20) PtAUZ1201 P COCTY(2019 0 ►00TZ 120) r MH125r 291
C
C++CAYA INPUT ii*iMi +iiii+iw+M4+Mri+4+#++r+^++M+rir+^^4+++r+,^M4++++++++a
C++OYNAMtC AND THERMODYNAMIC OAT Ni*+++++iaw^Pi iat+iriii
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C*rr*• INITIALIZATION FOR LANINAN PLOWS 0000*000+00 20 JOL ONJiETAYI Jl r2./ 3.
OELTAYIJI.O.S
GAMMAYiJImO.S
20 ALPNAYI JI 62 *13.
00 2L I610NI






ALPMAZ (L ) r4./9.
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00 52 I•L.NI92 CJ t I.21o0.
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HTJ(N ► 2) NO*
53 4TI12 ►NI*0.
C







I_ F(XAMP * GT.l) NPI*NPRNT
IF(NPI.LT.NPRNT) GO TO 200







QOOTY(i )*2.*HTJ( 'I rZ) *(H(l ► 2 )-H (I, 1) )
TAU*TAU+TAUY(I)
111 J0OTuWDOT+000TY(I )






:i0CTX sQU3T/( HE IGHT+w10THI /OX
"PITE(6 9 1301 EX,HEIGHT,wIOTHrITRN.OPDX,PREC
130 FCRMAT(1HO, r OIS. ALONG X*' ► FT.490 ** HEIGHT* ► •F7.40*** WIDTH• ► ,
1 FT.4•^ ►**ITERATICkS• ► tI3• + ***OP OX n ^ ► E11.4•^•*ioREC* ► rE11.4)
.,RITE(6 0 131) TAUX,000TX
131 FCF 'AAT(1N , ' TAUX6 1. E11.4,e6 ** GOOT7( = ► 9E11.4)
PI
x
of iCy .". ,^• x:
WOCIN Quaily
,h t  Gt Rf LiASE 2.0	 1141.1	 OArt • 51224	 11 /36/20	 of









70 136 JAEV n 1PNJ1
JANJP-JREY
136 MRlTE169L48)Jrl TII.JltlmZ ► NI)
141 PORMATILHO. ' Z',iXtLP10E11.4 / ItOXtLPLOEII.411
142 FCRMAT(:M .'Ylo4X./PLOE11.4/11OX.LPLOE11.411
143 FOA14ATILH P'U Ju' P12•ZXtLP10E11.4/(10X#LP1OE11.41)
L44 FCRMATILM v 'TAUVOPSXPIPI0E11.4/(LOX.1PlOGlL.4))
L45 FCRMATIIM s 'TAUt' . SX.IPLOE11 . 4/110X 9 1P10E1t.41)
146 FOAM ATItM P'OOOTY'P4XPLP1OEII*4/I1OXr1P10E11.4)1
147 FORMAT41H 9'9OOTZ9,4X#IPIOELI. 4/1 ►0X,1PLOE11.411
148 FORMATIL-1 .' T J-'oL2t2X.1PLOEII .4/ILOXPLPLOCIL.4lI
IF (EX.GT.XENO) GO TO 3000
C
Coo RESETTING DYNAMICoTHERMO. AND GECM. VARIA OLES FOR NEXT ITERATION*****
200 ITRNn t












IFIISTEP.L£.2) GO TO 220
IF(QX.GE.OXF) XAMPaL.O
UX•OX+XAIP
IFIISTEP .LT.41 GO tO 220




CALLS IPS IM1 01
CALL XSAREA(01
ZYFAC n FLORAT •U( NIoNJ )/ (OLOA —FLORAT• tJINI oNJ I •GASKI^!/PI
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C++w+ EVALUATION OF RoH.So OF :MOM. AND ENERGY EOS. ++++*+A+++4*^+++++++++
00 300 Jn2•NJ
00 300, I n2PNt
VFJttvJI&O.S*ASJ(I1*VtSCJIIrJ1/OZ(JI
VFt(t•JI^O.S4ASI(JI+VISCItIrJI/OYli1






MTJ(I •NJP) nHTJ(t P NJ)
302 VfJ(trNJPI nVFJ(tPNJI




D0 310 t n 3rNt
310 OUltPZ)OUII—t•2141$IMP(IP21*ALPHAZ(t$*SIMMIt02loVFItIr211+
L U(l+L ► 2) n (StPPIIr21+ALPMAZ(I1*SIPM(I.2)+VFt(I+1x2)1+




1 3. •ALPHAYIJ)*Si140(2 ►J)-VFI(Z^ l 1 —VFJIZPJ+1)—VFt(2rJ)-VFJ(2rJ))+
2 U12 P J+L1 n (SIPPtZ t J)+ALPNAYI,i; aSIMP(20J)+VFJ(2PJ+111+
3 Ul.2PJ-I)4(ALPMAY(J)AS9MMt2rJ)KIPM(2rJ)WFJl2vJ)l
OC 312 Jn39NJ
DO 3L2 t n3PNt
312 OU ( iPJ) nU(I4.1rJ ) n ( SIPO(IPJIOVft(i+LPJ ) I+UIi-LrJl*(SI140II•J)+
1 VFI(IrJ))+UitPJ)+(SIOO(IrJI-VFI(1+10J)-VFJIt•J+1.)-VFt(t.Jl-
2 VFJIIPJi)+UtI•J+L141StOP(IPJ)+VFJ(lrJ+t)) W (t•J-11*(SIOMIIrJ)+
3 VFJ(IPJI)
00 315 J n 2 P,'YJ
00 315 Iu2PNt
313 O0(1#J) n0U((PJ)-0P*AX(19J)
OTt2r2) nH(3. 2)*( SIPPIZP2)+BETAZ(2)*SIPM(292)+NTI(3r21) +0112.2)4
112.«SIPPt2,21+3.•BETAY(21+SIMP(2P2)+BETAZIL)+Slm+442P2)+3.+6ETAZ12)
2*SIPM( 2P 2)-HTt(3921-HTJ(2r3) —HTI(ZP2)-MTJ(2.21) +H(2a3)4rISiPP(2.2)
3+aETAY(2) « SIi1P(202)+MTJ(2031) +USM(3r21*(SIPP(202)+OELTAZ(2) n
+SI0M(2P2)+VFt(3.2)) +USN(20Z) n (2. nSIPPt2P21+3.*OELTAY(2)*SIMP(292iI
7 +OELTAZ(L)+StMM(202)+3. *O ELTAZ(2) n StPM(2t2)-VFt(3•i4')—VFJ(2P31
o -VF 1(2 P2) — VFJ(2P2)I 4-USr4(2P3l 0 ( SIPPI2r7)+OELTAY(2)«SI.MP(2P2)
ORIGINAL
OF POOR t^ ^^F.^ ► ^'
A,V IV 41, RELEASE 2• q 	MAIN	 DATE *.9122 ##	 W36/2'	 01
T +VFJI2.311 +N41.21^rt1Tt12 ► 21+N12rLiwMTJ12 ► 21
00 321 I.3•NI
321 ^TIt.21 «^It+t ► 21+IStPPIL ►21+eETAtIt1^SlPMt[•21+HTt11+1 ► 2)i •
LMII • toZI*( SIMP(1#2)+BETAZII) M SLI+MtIai+NTIt1P2)1* M(Ir2)*12.*
2SI0Fttr2l+3•*6ETAZ(tl•SLONIt•2! •NTttI+1 aI-NTJIt ► 31-P1 TIIlP21-
314TJ(1P211 +NII.31*(SIOPII ► 2l+HTJ(Iv3l1 +USNII+tr21*ISIPP11r21+
^01LTAZIt1*SIPM(L•2l^Vfltl ♦1.211 +USNII-1 ►2)OtSIMP(992)+OELTAZII)*
SSIM0411.21+011l•211 +USH( I. 21+I2.*S IOPII oil *3.*OELTAZII1*St01+IIoil
6•Vf[tt+1.2)^VFJ(I ► 11-VfIllr2l-VFJII.211• +U5HIIr31*ISIOPIIP2l+
TVFJt19311 ON (It I1*NTJIIr21
OC 322 J*39MJ
322 OTI Z•J14ft3.Jl*($lP012 ►Jl+NTIt3 ► Jl1 #1442 ► Jl*I29*SIPO(2PJ)+3.*
161 TAY(Jl*SIM042 ►J)-NTI(3.J)•NTJ12 ►Jfl)-NTI12PJI-NrJ(2PJll+
2N(2 ► J+1)* (StPP(2 ► 41+8ETAV(J) MSINPl2rJ1+HfJ12 ►J+L1l+ H12•J-110
3I61T AY(JI*S1MM12 ► Jl+SIPM12•J)+MTJ12 PJ1i+ USN(3.J1*,SIPO(2•J)+4VFI(3 ►Jll+ I)SH42.JI M (2.*SIPCIZPJ)+39*OELTAY(JI*SI.M0129J)-
SVFII3.J)-VFJ12.J+t)-VF1129J)-VFJ(2rJ))+ USN(2.J+Ll*ISIPP(2rJl+
601LTAY(J)*SIMPI2 P Jl+VFJ(Z P J*11)+ USM(2 ►J-LI*IDELTAY(Ji*
TS114N12 ►J)+SIPMIZ#J$*VFJI2tJ))r 144LPJ)*NTI42#JI
00 J23 Jn 3 ►NJ
00 323 1*3rNI
323 Off LrJ ! •NII*LvJ l*tSIPC(t•J1*NTI ( I+L•J11 • HII-L.J)*(SIMO(19J1+
1NTIII *JI)+ 14119JI*4S1OOII ► J)-MTt lI+LrJ)-MTJILrJ+t)-HT14IrJ)-
ZHTJ(I.Jl)* H(I.J+LI*ISIOPII ► J)+MTJ(I ►J+L))+ MItPJ•t)*ISIOM(I^J1+
3NTJ(i.Jll> USHt t+1rJI*(SiFOti rJ1 +VFt(t +t ►J))+ USH(I-trJ)*(
4S1MC(I ►Jl*VFt ( 19J))+ USH41 9 JI«(SI00tt.JI -VFIIt+L ► J) —VFJ(IPJ*L)-
SVFIII•JI •VFJ(19J)1+ USH(trJ+L)*(SIOPI19J)*VP4(IPJ+L1)* USH(I•J-1,1*
6(SIONII•J1*VfJ4I•J)l
C**ITERA TIVE CALCULATICNS FOR NEW U ►N ► Z •MM+++**+**+M*^^^**M**+***+*M+
C OOCALCULATIONS OF NE* VELOCITLESM**+**********r*r*M******M•
Go To Soo
400 CONTINUE
•00 410 J*2 rNJ
00 41.0 Iw2rNI
VfJ/ I ► J) sO.S*ASJ11)*VtSCJ il.J)/OZI JI
VFIIL•JlaO.s*ASI(J)*VISCItlrJ)/OYII)
HTIII/Jl*VFIIIrJI*FA L1NV
410 HTJI IzJl w VFJ( IrJI*PRLINV








3$iZoZ)*Z.K IPP12P2)*3.* ALPMAY ( 2)*SliMPt2P2) + 3.*AtPHAZ(Zl*SIPM(2P2)
LOALPHAZt1)*St ,ivM(ZP210VFJ(2 . a)+VFt12rZ)+VFJ(Z P 3)+VFI(3.2)
59
, r,	 ..ft .
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY





A(II r2) n -SiPPI lrZ)^ALPNAL4I1*SlPM4 ir21WFI1 i*1..21
Ct(1#2)* —SIMP(Ir2)-4LPHAt1I1*Si'4M1I#21+VFI(192)
8E(i r21+^2.*SIOPI Ir21+3,*ALPH^Z(I1•SIDM(I^21WFI1I•Lr21+










00 520 J n 3vNJ
00 520 1,001
At I I oil •-S IPO( t •J)+Vf L (i# , L rJ1
CI(IrJ)m-Sl,4O(IrJI+VFI(IgJ)
901IrJ1^S[O^IIrJ1+VFt(t+lrJ)+VfJ(IrJ+1)+VF1(IrJ1W fJ(irJ)




IF (ITAN.GT.1) GO TO 340
00 $30 Ja2,NJ
CC 530 t*2rNI
530 Ul I rJ) wuu( I.J)
540 JO 550 J*2rNJ
00 S50 142rNI
550 JIIrJ)*0.5*(UIIrJ)+UU(IrJ))






^**CALCULATION ; F NEW ENTHALPIES********+r*******r*•**fir*.**















V, VI ;I RELEASE 200	 MIA 1N	 GATE • /L224	 Li/36/29	 of
3`II^C13 ► II • VFJt2r71+Vftt2^21+VfJltr2)!+ USH12031+1 -SIPPI2021-









TT(ir21 •^T(I.21 +M1 !•11 •►ITJ1tr21 + USH(t + 1,21*(-SIPP ( 1PZI-OELTAZIIIO
LSIPy ( I,2lWfi(I+l • 211+ USM ( t-1,,21*1-S IMP( 1.21-OEVAMI•Stm#41I ► 2)+
2VF141r211- VSHI1rZ1. ( 2.GSIOP ( I,II+3.*OELTAZ ( I)OSIO.WAIP21+




A112fJ1 •-S IPO1 2 ► J )#"TI I3rJ )




TT(29JI n0T12•J)#M(19J) "TI12,J1* USH13•J) wf-SIP0t2 ► Jl#VFt13•J)) -







AI1I •Jl •-SIPO( t,J)+MTt (I11 •J)
CII I,Jl — SIM0( I•J)"rt (1•J)
94(t•J!•St00(I,J1+MTt( 1+l•JI+MTJ ( IrJ+11+HTt1I,J1 *HTJ(I•J1
AJI I ► J) n-SIO► (I•J1+MTJIIrJ+1)
CJ(1 rJI — SIUMI ItJI+NTJII oil
TT(I,JI .OT(t ► J1+ USM(I+LPJI •(-SIPO(I•JI W FIIi+L,J)l+USH(I-LPJ)•
LI-St MU ( I,JI+VFIII,J)1—USH11rJ)O(SIO(I(t•J)OVFIII • L ► J)+VFJ ( I,J+Ll+




00 021 I n I,NIP
621 H'91rJ)&M1t,Jl-h(1,1)
CAL? POSOLV1AI,CI,110•AJ,CJrTT,MPMH)








0'011-71,r^- PrA, C'V' 1$
O,F POOR `,Eup^^i
Am I'4 ail KwASE 4.0	 MAIN	 OATS n 612 24 	 1l WI$	 01	 1
630 ''A ItJl-0.5 • tHt I rJIw"l Itj1 l#HI 1.1!
00 460 J*2.NJ
660 NON IF'JIGHIN11piI
ad 6?0 I n 2•NI
00 Nt t.N4P!•HtI.NJ1I
"(NIP ONJP) AM AI10NJL I
00 1100 JO2rNJP	 +001100 1020041P
1100 Tf I •JI •Ht I•JI*C ► t!:VC.
COO CONVERaINCts CHECKS►*w^^ ^^^+r^aMw+*r^^r^wsa,^^rryrM^^^^^^^^^^w^^^
CALL 201YDYLCOR*LlNJ1-HEIGl1TYCOR-Y(NI)-i.tOTH
UC NEKAU f 2 v 2) -UCLO
UCHEK•A4S(UCNEK)
LYCHEKn ,AB S t kI DTH*LCOR ! #ASS l HE IGHT *YCOR I
IFfUCHEK * GT.UTLRMIGO TO 990
IFfZYCHEK.LT.LYTLRN) GO TO too
UPCOR•-tLCOR*MtOTH+YCOA*HEIGHTI*LYFAC/OLDA










2 LOO W01 LT E16..2101 !






A, IV y i RELEASE 2.J	 START	 DATE a 81224	 11/36/2!	 P ►
SUdACUT14E START













T l i ► 1)&TWALLZ






















30 Q111 I l 0021 1 1 +A SPR
* 00 130 1621N1P




USM1 t •Jl-O.! WCNTR+UCNTR
ISO





AN lY GL AILEASE Z.J	 XSAAE A	 DATE • !1224	 lL/36129	 o,
SUSAOUTINi.. XSAXEAIN► 1
CC yMON/COMIlUd tsr23lrTl2Sr2SlIMl2S12S1rAHOf29r2a1rJSHl2lr291
CONMCN/COM2/Z129IIOZ1 241 rY f2S1rOY/.25 1
COMNON/COM3 /NJrNJLONJ20NJPON ION Il toots rNIPINEL900060rOX 	 }
4CM.MON/CO yi/ AX /2se2! 1 • ASJ !2s 1 r Ai I ! 2S1
CCMrON/COMA/HEIGHT•iiIDTH•MsLO►ErMSLf1►E•OLDArAS►R
C




COO SURFACE AREAS FOR OX+I +^+^^^+N+^rw+++^+^+^^r•
ASJf21+f Y131+Y12110095
00 LO 100411
10 ASJ f 0"(Y(f O l )-Yf l-M O0.!
ASJ(NI)w(YfNI)—YfN9lil
AS I l 21x1 Z l #1+2121?+O.S
DO 20 Ju3cNJI
20 ASIIJlufZlJ#II —ZIJ- lll+O.S
ASIINJIaIZINO—ZINJIrl
C oo CROSS-SECTIONAL AREAS i•*+'w++++^++rte+^+rs^+^^•
OC 90J+2 r +VJ
OU 90 1v2vNI
90 &XfIrJ)eASJIII*ASIlJ1
C++ SU1!FACE AAF,A5 •r•+++^r^w•+a^M+^+w+•+w^>tirrrr^i
DO 60 lazrN[
60 A'iJf II•ASJ! t 1*OIt







M IV 4L RILEA.SE 2,Q	 SIPS IN	 DATE • 61224	 11/36/x!	 PI
SJOROUTINE SIPSI.3I+1PI
CCMMON/COM 1/U1299191#T125v25)#442%s2%)9AN0129•201 ► USN(299291
CCMMON/COM2/Z(2ll,oll291,Y1251,0Y1251
GU11MON/COM3 / IIJ ► HJ1rNJ2rNJPrNI • NltrNtt , N1P•NILt ► NII.Y,OJi	 p
COMMON/COM41SIPP125#251*51KPI29•251 ►SIMM13!92519S1PN 125t25) vFLORAT
trStPO12!•2!1•S t?l012lr2'J1 ► St11P12l,251 ► S 1CN12S,2S1 r SiQllttl,251
COMMON/CORMS/UCNTR•TCNTRrTmALLL9TWALLY90tAINV•VZEROrTZEROolAPV ► EXPU
COMMON/COM614X (25r2l1•ASJ1251 ► ASI(251
CONMONICOMT/ ♦ L ^Ar12s 1.6ETAY12a19oELTAYI2 'lI,GAMMAYt251,ALPMAZt251•












SIMM12r21•GAMNAZI t14RU12 ► 21+T! 21+^Lf 21
SIPP12•cl • f 2.MU12.21+RUf3.21+AUf 2 ► 3)1.OY131^OZ13/PPPF
3l MPI 2r 2l ot;AMMAY L219(3.*RU12.2_I+AU(2 ► 311 *110Y2*OZ131
S1 ►M(2 ►2).OA014A; 121013.sRU12.21+AU13.21)*OY131+MOZ2
FLCRAT*S IPM(2,21 ♦ SI PPIZP2) +Sl4P12 rtl *S tMM12 ► 21.0.25
00 20 Iu39M1
$ IPP11,210I2,+RU(I ►tl+AU11+1.21+AU(tr3l)+OVII+11+011310OFF
SI.M04 1r21 m (2.*RU( Ir2)+AU11 r31FRUi l- LeZI )«OY111+OZ131OFFF
SIMMI[ ► 21 • i•AMMAj1 II ^13.+RUlI.2) +AU( I-/r211^QYf [lMi0Z2
SIP4lt,21•GAMMAZIt1+1,3.+RU1t.21+RUtt't.211MrIt+11A ►1022
20 FLORAT •fLORAT+S1 ►PIt,21^SIMP1Ir21 K tMMlI,21+S1PMI[r2)
FLCRATeFLORAT-SIPM(NI921-SIPPINI r21
OU 30 Jm3 ►MJ
SIPP(2•Jl•12.+RU(2 ►JI+RU139J1+RU12.Jttl)WY(3)+OZ(J411 +FFF





00 40 J•3 ► NJ
OO 39 1+301
SIPPItrJ1 n(2.sRUII ► Jl+4Ult+t,J)tAU(trJ#I)loOZIJ+1)OOY(I+11wFFF
SI14P(t t Jl•12. 0RUII•JI+RUII-lrJ)+RU(IrJ+1)l m0ZtJ # L) •0 Y II	 1+FFF
S1 14M(IrJ) • (2. @AU(I ► J1+AU(I-I,J)9PU(I ► J— III +OZIJ	 )*OYIt	 )•FFF
SIPMI11,JI • (2. •RUIt ► JI+AU(I+L ► JI+AUIIrJ-1)) OOZ ( J	 )VOY(I+I)+FFF




IV 1 AaLEASt 2.0	 SIPS 1+1	 OATS 91224	 tl IWI
Cu SO 1839"d
90 PLQNAtPLORAT•3t ►+Ptlrl tJl-S1P► IIt^VJI
FIOAAT^PLOAAT•SIPPINt rNJ!
PLGAAT•PL13AAT+4.
00 59 482 0,4j
00 53 I.2tVI
S1Pp tItJl nStPPIIrJI*SIPMICrJI	 r
SINOtIrJ1^5INPtt ► JI*StNMIttJ!
Sto p 1I tJ!•SIPPI IPi1 4'StNPII oil
$ION( I ►J) n S t"tMl IVJ I+S IPN4 1 rJ!
99 SIGU1t#J102.0ISIPOtItJ!*stNOtt oil I
IPtNP.Nl91! CC TO 100
'NAITE16963) PLCAAT









OF POOR { UAMY
AN ;v 01 AELEASE 2.0	 LotYpY	 DATE r 11224	 il/3612E
SU&CUT IME talY0Y
CCNMON/CQM1/Ut23#231 ► T{ZS#231#M12Sr2s1 ► 1tM01Zlr21!#USHf21#2S1
COMMON/C0M2/i1231#OLt23I#Y123!#OYl2!)
COM MON/COM3/NJrAJ1#NJ2#NJP#N! #Nti#Nt2#•ItPrNta.LZ#N^LY ► OX
COMMON/COM4/StPPIt'3 ► 2SirSLMPIZS ► 2SIrSi^Mf23r291 ►St1M129r1^Sl^fLOR4T
l ► 5tP0I23r231#SLM0f23#231+SlOPI 23#23IrStOM123#23)rS1001'2S#3S1




COMMON/C2140 1HEIGHT ► rt 10TH#ASLOMwSLOPE #OLOA#ASPR






20 SUII^SUM+StPMIt— l#2)/t3.•RU1t•1#2)tRUllr211/GANMAitt•11+StNMIt ►21/
L 1309RUlI ►2)#RUtt-1#211/GAII14AIII!
OL t-21 ob ii4Mt 2 # 21 /GAMMAZ I I ► /RUt 2 #3) o16.*SUM
00 29 143rNt
DO 25 J•3#NJ
2S t:tt#Jl^SIMMIt#Jf/t2.•RU1t#Jl+RUtL—t#J ► +RU![ ► J•11l+S1PMIt-1#JI/
L12. MUl•t-LrJ1•RUtIrJI+RUII—1#J-111+StPPlt-1#J-1)/f2.^RU1C-l#J•1 ►+,






L 13.*RU12 ► J-LI+4Ut2#J11/GAMMAY(J-11
33 OZIJ)wSU"*t6*
SUMO.















GB Cl^ItCtisM	 w~^"' r-"y ^ n
OF Inc o" ° .
tv vi RELEASE. 2.J	 Zotllon	 GATE	 IL226	 it/36/29
SuM• sw+ «st,Mh^c,x^/^^ .^R^tL.21^^U1f-^^=1^^c^MM^t^c) a cPy^t-^^2^^






00 65 l a2 pMl
ov (ilsoYlllothl








OF POOR QLi r.; 
)-i ll IV 41 RELEASE 290	 VSG STr 	LATE • 01224	 LL/36129
	
P.
r	 WIRCUT iN E VVT.ST V( NP 1
cOMMQN/CONK'!J^?1r2s1 ► T(2S ► 2SIrk(2s ► 2SIrPHQf2Sr2sI ►USk12l ► 251
COMMONi^^7M ;^it^J,. Jl ►NJ2nVJ1^rNt r7rtl rNt2 ► NLPr^^1eL1rNALr,AK
CQNMQN/COW't1'.^(.P►1QVIt'l1 ► taETlr(2S1.Otrt.TA^t2^1 ► GAMN^► Vt241 ► ALPkAZf2sl r
LfLET6212s1 rb^tLYlltf 231 ► G6^M6L1231 ► VI Sct f 2lr2S1 •V ^SCJ(ts ►2S)
14Ma1.L •N( L p  f
CG 44 JO& ► NJ






ORIGINAL ^► ^ ^'''^ I
OF POOR QL',p%LITY
%AN 19 .► l klLEASE 2.0	 PQSOLV	 DATE • $t224	 1 136/28
S68RO UTtNE R0SCLVfA(#Ctrdl ► AJrCJ ► 00 ► X•XX1
COMMON/CCN y/NJ rNJlrNJ2 ►NJP•Ni+NIL rN I2,► `I iP rNSLtrNILY ► 0X
Ol ►fENSICttA [ t2'! ► 2'JlrCt { 2St2 'll,Olf23r2s! rAJf2! • 2al ► CJI2'J,2S!t rCRl2!Sr231rX{ZS ► BSI,XXl2^r231,0(2Si•E12'lirFf2Slrll2S1
C«•
 RCUTINc SOLVES THE PENTAOIAOCNAL Me BY A-0-1 METHOD w*^•M^^tt^++^+
00 10 t•L#NtP
00 SO JxtrNJ'P





i(2) n A1(2 ► J)/1f112,J1





XX{NtrJl^lOfNI ) •fiNC11^lAI INI^J) +CiiNk ► JI)!/I!!PlfNlrJ) - t(Nil)«
1 (^ItNi,J1+G . I1Ni,J111
00 120 NAt,Nt2
ISNI -N









OEM-fief I,J)—CJ(t ► J)*E(J-L)
E(J) nAJf(rJ)/OEN
210 FIJlm4DlJl+CJ(t#J)*F(J—L)I/0EN
XX(!•NJ ) n IOINJ)+F ( NJ1)AfAJ(I^.4J)o,dJ(t•NJ ) ))/l85ltrNJl—EtNJU n







K:	 ^{{..y^^y	 ^r	 :.t r	 .C^Nn x	 l r	 Yt+3 t, 9 tY ,.KY:,.64
, : ^.	 ..	 s .	 --"^..e .: : - , • .v^,	 ...	 .t t'^'.i:,+a„ ',... -."x.!`'3^"^ t.. a:f^A^F:e`k :'• 	 '"+^ln;Ao7i^F'''.ts`'s •k{iI1^^'xa'Li#
'y^r'!.''I. .,,^ a^°^ J'i;, rty,. ` » 't\;-	 ':'^. " v,";'^4'^ti, ,,.:'a
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